1. Lesson Framework

1.1. Lesson Time

Estimated time: 50 minutes

1.2. Lesson Resources

The following resources will be required for this lesson:

- **L2_Teacher notes_Map Features** (this document)
- PowerPoint Slides (In Funda Lula documents section: L2_Map Features)
- Topographic map sheets
  - 2829AC Harrismith
- Flip chart/Chalkboard
- Marker pens/Chalk
- Pens
- Activities
  - L2_Act 1: Map Features
  - L2_Act 2_Funda Lula: Map Symbols: Shape, Colour and Size
  - L2_Act 3: Importance of colour in symbols
  - L2_Act 4_Funda Lula: Qualitative and Quantitative symbols
- **L2_Homework_Map Features**
- **L2_Learner notes_Map Features**